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Bungee roller notes
The bungee rollers by design are supposed to rotate during landing gear
operation. This applies to both rollers but specifically addressed here is the one
located at the bungee arms. The bushing P/N 14175-50 is captured as illustrated
below. Also note the location of the 2 washers, the 5/16” washer is against the
roller, and the 1/4” washer is next to the arm; no washer is located under the
head of the bolt. This configuration by design allows the rollers to rotate.
Here’s the problem; most installations after 45 years of service have been overtightened thus compressing the thin-wall bushing which then prevents movement of
these rollers. At your next bungee change check for this seized condition.
Here’s the solution if you choose to pursue. Since this bushing is NLA you can make
your own [owner produced] using 5/16” O.D. x 1/4” I.D. 4130 seamless tubing
[Aircraft Spruce]. The O.D. of this tubing needs to be turned in a lathe to properly
fit the I.D. of the roller. The length of this bushing should be equal to the bungee
roller’s length, plus the thickness of a 5/16” thick washer, plus 0.010” to 0.015”
to allow for freedom of movement. You’ll have to carefully drive the damaged
bushings out of your bungee rollers.
An installation hint; use a little Lubriplate® on the bushing [this lubrication
applies to the clevis pin/roller combination at the outboard end too], assemble as
in the illustration below, tighten the AN4 bolt only until you feel bushing capture,
plus a little more torque. Do not over-tighten this bolt!!
The rollers do not need to be removed during bungee installation if you are using
the Bogert Aviation Bungee Tool. I have a couple of the ICS tools from the loan
program that also do not require removal of the bungee roller.
There you have it, another little problem-solver from the Gear Meister Matt.

Bungee roller and attach hardware detail; from a typical Piper
Comanche landing gear assembly drawing.
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